
AN ANALYSIS OF THE STORY OF LORD OF THE FLIES

Plot Analysis. The major conflict in Lord of the Flies is the struggle between Jack and Ralph. The fight for who will lead
the island represents the clash between a.

They scramble down the mountain and wake up Ralph. The three boys find a pig, which Jack prepares to kill
but finally balks before he can actually stab it. Reduction Influence Character Symptom Jack is a problem for
Ralph because his hunting reduces the number of boys available for the fire. Jack calls for a hunt, but Piggy
insists that they should stay together, for the beast may not come near them. He dubs it The Lord of the Flies
because of the insects that swarm around it. While Jack tries to hunt pigs, Ralph orchestrates the building of
shelters for the boys. Piggy warns Ralph that if Jack becomes chief, the boys will never be rescued. However,
the boys pay more attention to playing than to monitoring the fire, and the flames quickly engulf the forest.
Jack and Ralph, who are increasingly at odds, travel up the mountain. Ralph blows the conch shell and
reprimands the boys in a speech intended to restore order. Start Ralph is holding out until they get rescued.
They enjoy their jaunt into the wild, experiencing the thrill of adventure and the new friendship forming
between them. The group traverses the island to find a beast they are not sure exists, but in doing so, have to
admit that maybe it does. When he wakes up, he goes to the mountain, where he sees the dead parachutist.
Ralph prefers to lead through force of personality and consensus over direct action. When Samneric see the
Beast, Ralph reasons that it must reside somewhere Jack has never visited in his explorations of the island. He
believes rules are the right place to start, but he is not an angel, and frequently picks on his confidant, Piggy as
a way to bring him closer to the other boys. However, they are unwilling to do the work to keep order on the
island, and soon irrational fears of a Beast living on the island overtakes them. When Simon, the only boy who
has consistently helped Ralph, leaves presumably to take a bath, Ralph and Jack go to find him at the bathing
pool. The boys organize a hunting expedition to search for the monster. Thinking the island beast is at hand,
they rush back to the camp in terror and report that the beast has attacked them. The hunters then decapitate
the sow and place its head on a sharpened stake in the jungle as an offering to the beast. In this novel, boys are
completely isolated from civilization and rules. Jack pulls his knife but falters, and the pig gets away; he vows
fiercely that next time he will follow through. Jack discovers a passionate enjoyment of hunting, and allows
the signal fire to go out while killing a pig, leading to a clash with Ralph, who has seen a ship pass while the
fire was out. When Ralph sees a ship passing on the horizon, they make attempt to reach the top of the
mountain to light the fire, leading to the first major conflict between Ralph and Jack. Deficiency Main
Character Unique Ability Ralph is disabused early on of the notion that they will be discovered simply
because the island they are inhabiting is on a map. Attempt Overall Story Catalyst When they first attempt to
make a fire, they realize the magnitude of their situationâ€”they light a huge portion of the island on fire, and
kill a boy. The smallest boys have not helped at all, while the boys in Jack's choir, whose duty is to hunt for
food, have spent the day swimming. Jack tells Ralph that he feels as if he is being hunted himself when he
hunts for pigs. Among these boys is Jack Merridew , an aggressive boy who marches at the head of his choir.
They are excited to be in a situation with no grown-ups. The following morning, Ralph and Piggy discuss
what they have done. Ralph hides for the rest of the night and the following day, while the others hunt him
like an animal. A large swath of dead wood burns out of control, and one of the youngest boys in the group
disappears, presumably having burned to death. Running for his life, Ralph finally collapses on the beach,
where a naval officer has arrived with his ship. It represents the authority that the boys will need to get rescued
from the island. Once assembled, the boys set about electing a leader and devising a way to be rescued. That
night, during an aerial battle, a pilot parachutes down the island. When the boys return from their expedition,
Ralph calls a meeting and attempts to set rules of order for the island. Ralph and Piggy, who are playing at the
lagoon alone, decide to find the other boys to make sure that nothing unfortunate happens while they are
pretending to be hunters. Prerequisites Influence Character Issue Jack is able to figure out the essential things
that will allow him to capture a pig: paint, barbed spears, a group of hunters, and how to track a pig.
Deficiency Ralph is not a thinker like Piggy, nor a natural leader like Jack. All of the boys, except for Ralph
and Piggy, join Jack.


